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Invention The present invention relates to an optical disk

device that records information on an optical disk, read the
information from the optical disk, and reproduces audio,

video and other information, and relates to an optical disk
device that can be used for recording on a rewritable

optical disk. 2. Description of the Related Art Recently,
rewritable optical disks, such as an optical disk ROM/RAM
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(Read Only Memory/Random Access Memory), a DVD-RAM
(Digital Versatile Disc-Random Access Memory) and a DVD-
RW (Digital Versatile Disc-ReWritable), have become very

popular. The optical disk of the rewritable optical disk has a
reflectivity that varies in response to a mark formed on a
track, and the reflectivity reflects input laser light to write

or read information to or from the optical disk. Further,
because the data can be recorded and erased repeatedly,
information can be recorded on the optical disk by setting

the initial state of the optical disk by erasing the
information recorded on the optical disk. As shown in FIG.
11, the optical disk is formed on the substrate 1106 of the

optical disk 1100. Furthermore, the substrate 1106 is
formed on the base plate 1107, and the information is
recorded by forming marks 1108 on the information

recording surfaces 1104a, 1104b of the substrates 1104
and 1105. The thickness of the base plate 1107 is formed
such that at least the information recording surface 1104a

of the substrate
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gamesPsammodesmus Psammodesmus is a genus of
beetles in the family Cerambycidae, containing the
following species: Psammodesmus albofasciatum

Duftschmid, 1825 Psammodesmus chlorophanus (Germar,
1824) Psammodesmus flavicorne Bates, 1885
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Psammodesmus fulvipenne Gounelle, 1911 Psammodesmus
obliquisternum (Chavigné, 1822) Psammodesmus

polychromatodes (Charpentier, 1825) Psammodesmus
pyrrhulus (Linnaeus, 1758) Psammodesmus sauteri

(Germar, 1824) Psammodesmus subfasciatum (Fabricius,
1792) References Category:ApomecyniniQ: How to specify
which PDB file to load with pdb.load() in gdb? How do you
specify which *.pdb file to load with pdb.load() in gdb? Is
there a way to specify which pdb file a specific function is

in? I'm using LLVM's debugger lldb and trying to attach to a
running process on my target system. Here is what I've

tried: (lldb) p/i 0x00000FDE ... (lldb) p ui (lldb) p
pdb.load(get_file_for_pc("0x00000FDE")) $1 =

0x00000000000000F0 (lldb) p pdb.symbol (lldb) p
pdb.symbol["0x00000FDE"] $2 = 0x0000000000000FDE p

pdb.symbol["0x00000FDE"] doesn't work as I expect. It
points to the wrong function. I want

pdb.symbol["0x00000FDE"] to point to the function that is
currently executing. A: As @Paul761 said, the
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